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I was watching It's a Wonderful Life for the dozenth time this Christmas, when I finally thought to ask
who this guy Jimmy Stewart really was. I told you a few things about him in my paper on Charles
Lindbergh, but we will discover much more here.
Looking at only the name Stewart, we would assume he is from the Stuarts/Stewarts, Kings of Scotland
and England. And we would be right. But let us ease into it. His full name is James Maitland
Stewart, and that middle name is very important. His father and grandfather had the same middle
name. It links us to the Maitlands, Earls of Lauderdale and Viscounts Maitland. The current Earl (b.
1937) was marketing advisor to the London School of Economics. He is also a freeman of the City of
London and the vice president of the Royal Stuart Society. That society obviously links us to the
Stuarts/Stewarts, but it does more than that. It is a monarchist organization that acknowledges Francis,
Duke of Bavaria, as current head of the Royal House of Stuart and pretender to several thrones of
Europe. This Duke claims to have spent time in two Nazi concentration camps as a child, including
Dachau. That is absurd, but it does tell us something: someone is admitting he is Jewish. Why else
would they say he was in concentration camp? Are we supposed to believe he was a gypsy? Francis
now lives in the Nymphenburg Palace in Munich.

So we may assume he was never a gypsy. Francis is of the House of Wittelsbach, which also produced
two Kings of Sweden, two Holy Roman Emperors, a King of Norway, a King of Greece, a King of
Denmark, and a King of Hungary. They have ruled Bavaria since the 900s.
Anyway, the Royal Stuart Society is as fascist as they come, putting anti-Republicanism at the top of its
charter. Which tells us who the Maitlands are. The 6 th Earl married the daughter of a Dunbar, which
will be important in a moment. He was Captain-General of the Mint. His grandmother was Nicola
Stewart, of the Stewarts of Kirkhill. Nicola married a Cuninghame, Earl of Glencairn, and they were
closely related to the Montgomeries, the Livingstones, the Ogilvys, the Leslies, the Campbells, the
Lindsays, the Kennedys, the Gordons, the Grahams, the Lennox, and the Kerrs. Through the Leslies,
we link back to the Stewarts again, this time taking us directly to the Stewarts, Dukes of Albany—the
1st duke being the son of the King of Scotland, Robert II.
I bolded the name Kerr for a reason. Jimmy Stewart's great-grandfather was named John Kerr Stewart.
His wife was Elizabeth Armstrong. His mother was a Getty. Geni scrubs these Stewarts in about
1800, just as they come over from Ireland. Armstrong's mother is given as Lena Hindman, which is a
Jewish name. She is also scrubbed.
The name Maitland also links Jimmy Stewart to Francis Maitland Balfour, brother of Arthur Balfour—
Earl and Prime Minister of England 1902-05. Through Balfour's mother we link to the Cecils, Earls
and Marquesses of Salisbury, including Robert Cecil—Prime Minister before Balfour (1885-1902).
These people were also fascists of the first order, being violently opposed to Irish Home Rule, among
other things. They too had anti-Republicanism on their coat of arms, or might as well have. So when
you see Maitland as Jimmy Stewart's middle name, alarm bells should go off.
You will tell me Jimmy Stewart wasn't like that himself, but I guess you need to read his published
biographies. You may know he was a pro-war Republican, but he was many things besides, including
being an opponent of integration and of women's rights. He was about as regressive as it was possible
for a famous person to be in the 20 th century. He made Mel Gibson look like Jane Fonda. More on that
below.
Jimmy Stewart's mother was a Jackson, and through her he was a near cousin of Andrew Jackson. In
fact, the Stewarts and Jacksons have been close for centuries, and you can see correspondence between
Andrew Jackson and James Stewart of Stewart and Co. online. Stewart and Co. was a large
manufacturing firm that had started out as drapers. Also see the 1936 film The Gorgeous Hussy,
which is about Andrew Jackson and his Petticoat Affair. Jimmy Stewart has a prominent role in the
film, and he probably would have played his cousin Jackson except that he was too young for that role.
The movie was selling the Petticoat Affair a century after it happened, to maintain cover for deeper
machinations. We are told it had much to do with [Secretary of War] Eaton's wife, but it was actually
about the discord between Jackson and [Vice President] Calhoun. As such it was a precursor to the
Civil War.
Jimmy Stewart even looks like Andrew Jackson. Both were tall and thin, with long faces and long
noses.

And if you don't think Jackson looked Jewish, you may wish to study this one:

He was actually one of our most Jewish-looking Presidents. I have shown you they were all Jewish,
but few of them give it away this quickly. That may be why they are now comparing Trump and
Jackson. They tell you it has to do with opposition to the banks, but nothing could be more absurd.
Who else places high in “most Jewish President”?

Who is that? Old GW, of course, before the makeover by Presidential artist. . . Gilbert Stuart. I have a
Jewish friend on my trivia team who could double for GW there. It's uncanny.
Also see several people named Andrew Jackson Stewart online, all of whom confirm this link between
Andrew Jackson and the Stewarts.
Jimmy Stewart is also a McCartney, his great-grandmother being Elizabeth McCartney. Geni scrubs
them, for obvious reasons. Stewart is also a Dunbar, linking us to the research above, and to the
Maitlands, Earls of Lauderdale. In Jimmy Stewart's line, see William Dunbar, otherwise scrubbed by
Geni.
In Stewart's maternal line, we go back to a Ruth Goheen, scrubbed. That again looks Jewish. My
guess is it is a fudge of Cohen. We find support for that when we see that several of these “Goheen”
women from Lancaster, PA, married people with last names like Abraham and Russell. If we search
on the surname Goheen, we pull up this first at Google:
The surname Goheen was frst found in Holland, where the name became noted for its many
branches in the region, each house acquiring a status and infuence which was envied by the
princes of the region. The name was frst recorded in Utrecht, a city and capital of the province of
Utrecht.

That confirms my guess in several ways, as you see. Who are the only people in modern Europe who
are envied by Princes? Jewish bankers. Utrecht is a clue in the same direction, of course, since in
several periods they had to hide behind fake names.
Before we leave Geni, I beg you to notice something curious there. On the page of Jimmy Stewart, his

father, his grandfather, and several others, we are given their names in Hebrew. Why? You are seeing
why.
In my earlier papers, I showed you that Jimmy Stewart was a Brigadier General. But that was back in
the 1960s. Later he was promoted to Major General (Air Force) by President Reagan, at the same time
being awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom. Since he spent almost no time on active duty, that is
pretty astonishing. To me, it is more indication that Hollywood is considered a fifth branch of the
military: army, navy, air force, marines, Hollywood. It is a subset of military intelligence, and
specializes in the delivery of propaganda. How else to explain that Medal of Freedom? What great
service did Stewart do his country, otherwise? Was playing George Bailey a great feat of heroism?
Was spying on people out a rear window historically significant? Was talking to a giant invisible rabbit
that important to his country?
Remember this photo?

That's Stewart overseeing the early Tiger Woods project, along with agents Mike Douglas and Bob
Hope. Let's see, a Douglas and a Stewart, both? Does that mean Bob Hope also comes from a family
of Scottish/Jewish dukes? Probably, but we will have to hit it later.
We are told that in 1940 Stewart tried to enlist, but since he was 6'3” and only 138 pounds, they
wouldn't take him. He subsequently passed the weigh-in in March of 1941, but for some reason didn't
see action until December 1943, by which time he was a captain. He allegedly flew several missions
and was promoted to major in January 1944. We are told that many of these missions of 1944 were
“uncredited”. Which I suppose means he isn't on the official lists but claims to have been there
anyway.
But we have more problems with this story. You may ask yourself why Stewart wanted to enlist in
October of 1940, when of course the US wouldn't enter the war until December 1941. In 1940 Stewart
was acting in at least four major motion pictures, including The Philadelphia Story. Stewart would win
an Oscar for that film, so his career was peaking. Would you be gung-ho to enlist at that time? In late
1940, early 1941, Stewart was shooting the three films of his that would come out in 1941, including
Come Live with Me, Pot o'Gold, and Ziegfeld Girl. He would have known of those obligations far in
advance. So why are we supposed to believe he was trying to enlist in those months? According to
the given story, if he had weighed five pounds more in October of 1940, he would have been accepted
by the Air Force, which means he would have missed filming for one or more of those films. It makes
no sense.

Speaking of The Philadelphia Story, did you know that it was written by Donald Ogden Stewart.
Stewart was a member of the Algonquin Round Table, whose members were exclusively. . . Jewish.
They include Dorothy Parker, who was a Rothschild; George and Beatrice Kaufman; Harold Ross;
Edna Ferber (also a Neumann); Herman Mankiewicz; and Harpo Marx (real name Adolph Marx*).
Donald's grandfather was named. . . Jimmy Stewart. These Stewarts came directly from. . . Essex
County Massachusetts. Salem. See Duncan Stewart of nearby Newbury. His mother was a Winchester
and his wife was a Payne. They were related to the Bournes. Donald Stewart's mother was an Ogden,
but she is completely scrubbed at Geni. Could be because they are related to the Booths.
But back to Stewart's “military service”. It is now known that he worked for the FBI in the McCarthy
years, ferreting out fake communists for J. Edgar Hoover personally. We are told he even dug dirt on
his pals like Frank Capra and Cary Grant. We now know that is false, since the HUAC hearings were
another stageplay. There were never any Communists, back to Marx. However, the story is useful
nonetheless, since it is not completely false. We can be sure Stewart was a high-ranking spook,
involved in many projects over the years for both FBI and CIA. At the above link, we find this:
In 1970, when the Daily News asked Jimmy if he agreed with John Wayne that communists still
posed a threat to America, he let the cat out of the bag when he answered: ‘I don’t think that there’s
any question that the communists are behind a great deal of unrest in the United States. In
addition, I feel they are still a potential danger in show business’.

Now you begin to see why Stewart later won the poorly named Medal of Freedom. Part of his job from
the beginning was pushing this absurd agitprop.
One of the funniest things on Stewart's Wiki page is the claim that during high school he had a summer
job as a brick loader for a local construction company. Yeah, right. I guess he was also strongman for
the local circus.
We are told Stewart briefly dated Ginger Rogers, which is a laugh since she was gay. His next
“tumultuous affair” was with Norma Shearer in 1938, which is even funnier. By that time Stewart was
32, but this was only his second link to a woman. Shearer was 38, and gay. Up to then the only man
she had been linked to was Irving Thalberg, her husband. . . and her producer. Thalberg had no other
(female) relationships than her. To see Stewart's discomfort with women, look no further than his
onscreen kisses with Donna Reed in It's a Wonderful Life. Would you be uncomfortable kissing a 24year-old Donna Reed? I know I wouldn't be.

Addendum January 2, 2019: A reader just posted this photo at Cutting through the Fog and I thought
I would share it:

Jimmy with four short guys. Stewart is listed as 6'3”, but he was at least two inches shorter in bare
feet.** He was tall for Hollywood, but these stars always inflate their height by at least two inches, and
often more. Which makes the other guys 5'4”--5'7”. That wasn't planned, right? But there are more
important things to notice than height. Notice that they are walking. Where are they walking from?
Did they just pass through the plane? And notice the name on the plane: Male Call. That has to be
some sort of Intel joke on Jimmy. I guess it was that or Cabana Boy.

*Harpo's uncle was clown Al Shean, real name Abraham Schoenberg. They tell us the Marx Brothers were not
related to Karl Marx, but it appears that they were. Not only is Schoenberg an indication of that, but the Marx
Brothers were also descended from Woollcotts and Weils. The brothers married a Fleming, a von Tilzer, and a
Johnstone. The Marx line is scrubbed at their grandfather Mark Marx, with his wife hidden at Geneanet. [Geni
tells us she was a Levi.] If there is no connection, why the information embargo? The maternal line ends in a
Fanny Salmons, which is obviously a fudge of Salomon/Solomon. Geni finally gives up the farm with Minnie
Schoenberg's sister Hannah, who married a. . . Schickler, in about 1890. Referring back to my paper on Hitler's
genealogy, this may link us to Goring, Braun, Himmler, and Hitler himself. Hitler is said to have been a
Schicklgruber, remember? Schickler means merchant, and gruber means miner, so the name Schicklgruber
really makes no sense. Merchants are rich and miners are poor, you know. It looks to me like the name
Schicklgruber was made up specifically for the fake ancestry of Hitler, as a piece of minor mystification.
Forebears.io confirms this, since there are only about 150 people in the world with this name. That makes it
practically extinct. . . or fake. My guess is the name was the far more common Schickler, or perhaps Schick.
**I will be told Stewart was the same height as John Wayne, but the same goes for Wayne. Wayne was tall for
Hollywood, but even so he was known to wear lifts. At that link to Celebheights.com, they quote both Mitchum
and Hudson on that, with Mitchum claiming he wore 4” lifts—which are very high. And then they ignore it,
listing Wayne as almost 6'4”. My guess is both Wayne and Stewart were about 6'1” barefoot, but they could
have been shorter. With cowboy boots, that would make them 6'3”.

